THE UA SCHOOL OF SOCIOLOGY HOSTS THE FIRST ANNUAL COMMUNITY FORUM PRESENTING FINDINGS FROM THE 2015 TUCSON WELLBEING SURVEY

POVERTY IN TUCSON FIELD WORKSHOP

FRIDAY, MAY 15
9:00–11:00 A.M.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY TUCSON
3501 N. MOUNTAIN AVE.
TUCSON, AZ 85719
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THE POVERTY IN TUCSON FIELD WORKSHOP CLASS OF 2015

DANIEL ACOSTA  CARLA DEMORE  BRANDON PEACOCK
ALEXANDRA ADAMSON  MARK EISENHOWER  ZEINA PETERSON
JAZZI AL HASAWY  LAURIE ELLIS  BIANKA RAMIREZ
NENNA ANAKO  CHANTELLE FIGUEROA  TODD RAWSON
SHAY BERGES  COLIN FLYNN  KRISTAL RICHARDS
ANTROINETTE BROWN  MATTHEW HASLAG  SHAYLA SANDOVAL
ADAM BUKANI  NICOLE HERNANDEZ  SARA SCHWARTZ
VANESSA CAMACHO  NATHAN HONDA  CHRISTOPHER SHIELDS
NICOLETTE CARBONE  ELISA JAUREGUI  JULIO SILVA
MISTY CHASE  KATELYN KENNON  BRIAN SOTO
CORTEZ CUBILLAS  ERIN KIM  ANDRELLE STANLEY
CECY CUEVAS  CONNIE LIRA-SAAVEDRA  LEXI THOMAS
GLORIA DAMIEN  JASMINE MATTHEWS  MAJORIE TORRES
LEXY DAVIS  KENDALL MORPHY  ALEXANDRA URIBE
MICHAEL DeALTO  BRENDAN MURPHY  JOANNA WONG
DANIELLE DELEON  GREG MYERS  MEGAN WRIGHT
RHIANNON O'LEARY

THE POVERTY IN TUCSON FIELD WORKSHOP 2015 PRECEPTORS

ERIC CARDENAS  NICHOLAS KNIGHT  ALEXIS MONTOYA

To view the Poster Presentations, visit the UA Campus Repository
tinyurl.com/tucsonpoverty